
Welcome to 50 vector

The aim of this project was to create fifty unique pieces of ar t,  based 
on nature in a cartoon style.  I  have tried to include some abstract 
designs, but most are easy to visualise.  The theme is supposed to be 
that of the natural world and the inhabitants of this planet.  Some 
of the creatures may appear strange or alien, but I  bet that they 
could l ive here. I  love colour and I  love cartoons, so please enjoy 
my great colour-scapes and creatures!

Vector Art

A style of ar t that comes from using simple l ines to form shapes. 
This is computer based and there are many pieces of software 
capable of creating vectors.  Each piece was created using Adobe 
il lustrator CS4 and CS5.1.  I  decided to use i l lustrator because it  is 
an industry standard in 2012 and a unique way of creating cartoon 
pieces,  that is truly modern. 

About the Author

I am a graphic designer,  digital ar tist and concept artist with a 
passion for technology, gaming, ar t,  design and children's toys.  I  am 
originally from Nottingham in England, but now I l ive in Sweden. I 
am an avid gamer and see myself as a lateral thinker.  My childhood 
was l ike many from my generation, f i l led with cartoons and colour. 

I  have not always practiced art,  as during my childhood and 
throughout my schooling it  was seen by parents and teachers alike 
as a hobby rather than a valid career choice. I  have always been 
mystified by the world of ar t,  and from a young age I  always wanted 
to draw like others in my class.  The explosion of digital ar t and 
web development in the early nineties is of specific interest to me, 
as this is when the teenage years of wonder and mystery started 
gathering momentum.

I see myself as heavily influenced by digital ar t,  both abstract and 
contemporary.  I  try to follow as many scenes as possible,  including  
influence from graffiti  to corporate advertising. Usually my artistic 
f lare goes back to concept art in games and animated cartoons as 
their beauty always astonishes me. The sheer amount of different 
styles that can be achieved digitally is jaw dropping. Abstraction is 
more of a playground for my personal development, it  is  one of the 
most free flowing artistic styles,  and I  f ind that it  is  the best way of 
developing creative thinking. Leading on from abstraction, cleanly 
finished art is one of the most influential  areas to my works.



The Artist ... Robin WeatherallThe Original 50 are signed!



The Natural World

I love nature and I  adore our forests.  I t  is  great to see wildlife shows 
on T V, and I  l ike seeing insects get on with their daily business. 
What better way to express this love than to do a series of ar tistic 
pieces showing the happier side of their l ives.  Not everything has to 

be destruction or death. 

So here's to the plants and animals of our planet.

The Emotion of 50 Vector

Sometimes I  wasn' t quite sure exactly what I  was painting and why. 
The purpose had always been clear in my mind, to create a book 
containing i l lustrations of wildlife and plants.  Not everything in the 
book exists,  in fact non of it  does if  you think about it ,  the book only 
contains paintings and representations of what does exist.   Some of 
the pieces aren' t even classified as l ife as such, but you will  surely 

agree that there is energy in the elements and forces of nature.

The biggest strength of the artwork here is the colour.  I  am not 
very good at precise artwork that could be regarded as classical, 
but I  have an incredible affinity for “digital” colour.  Colours are 
beautiful and it  is very important to me to try and get the right 
harmony, in every piece. I t  is  a difficult thing to explain, but I  guess 

certain colour combinations just feel r ight.

Most ar t professionals tell  me that it  is  an artists job to make the 
two dimensional paper or medium appear three dimensional.  To add 
shadows and depth to a piece. Well  this is one of those things that 
I  disagree with on some level,  and 50 vector is my way of showing 
that it  isn' t always right.  The pieces in this book are beautiful,  most 
have some depth, but it  is  the mind's eye that makes them really 
deep. My two dimensional ar t is deliberately flat,  perhaps to appeal 

to children or inquisitive minds. 

What about Humans!?

You might notice that there aren' t any humans in this book, well 
indeed we do make up a vast section of the planets biomass, and 
we are unequalled in our survival and adaptation skil ls,  but I  don' t 
think we are very pretty.  Our sk in and anatomy is very difficult to 
get r ight.  We are a pain to paint and not very beautiful if  even the 
slightest thing is wrong. Most of the pieces are abstract by design 
and painting a human in this way is ugly.  So because of this,  I  have 

decided to keep the artwork in this book free from humans.



Amazonian Boating





Ants Find Sugar









Beachster





Beetal







Bee Tree





Brain Cella





Bug Eat





Bulls





Chick Cog





Crab Caves





Desert Dino







Dodge Deer







Dust Mites





Eaglefish Ocean





Chew Cow Moo Cow





Exodus





Fish Bat





Flamingo





Fork Forest





Fritello





Frogspawn





Goldfish





Hedgehog





Microbotic





Micro Bugs





Molluscuscus





Morning Flowers





Mosscaheeto





Moth





Mudd Bernard





Ocean Ruins





Raddish Land





Rhino Bino





River





Rotten but not Forgotten





Scan Spider





Shark Babysan





Hedgie





Silk Spinners





Snap Dragons





Sponges





Stack Wrack





Tayto





The Cross Garden





The Marsh





Tiddlywink Frogs







Tree Bird





Vege Place





Volcanica







Wind-up Gorilla






